The Anthropology curriculum is designed to ensure that each student receives a broad background in the discipline. Additionally, the program is built for each student to have the flexibility to specialize in their particular interest through further coursework. A major requirement is that all students complete at least six credits in research methods. The research methods courses in the Department of Anthropology provide the opportunity for students to demonstrate content knowledge, communication skills, and critical thinking in a variety of contexts. These research methods courses are:

- ANT 4192 (Research Methods in Bioarchaeology)
- ANT 4495 (Research Methods in Cultural Anthropology)
- ANT 4802 (Ethnographic Field Work)
- ANT 4824 (Fieldwork in Archaeology)
- ANT 4905 (Directed Independent Study)
- ANG 5126 (Zooarchaeology), and
- ANG 5183 (Archaeology Laboratory Methods).

**CONTENT KNOWLEDGE (Declarative Knowledge):** Student will demonstrate knowledge of the major concepts, theories, and methods of each of the three subdisciplines: archaeology, biological anthropology, and cultural anthropology.

Assessment of students will be based on demonstration of satisfactory or better performance (on average) on exams, papers, and other coursework for two upper-division courses in each of three subdisciplines (archaeology, biological anthropology, and cultural anthropology) for individual graduating students. Refer to the degree requirements for a list of these courses.

**COMMUNICATION (Written Communication):** Students will demonstrate the ability to communicate anthropological knowledge in written form. Depending on topic, students will produce written work in conformity with the publication
guidelines of the American Association of Physical Anthropology, the American Anthropological Association, or the Society for American Archaeology.

Each student will complete six credit hours in anthropology research methods courses for which in-depth papers (10 pages or more) are required and in which the successful student is evaluated “satisfactory” or better on such papers.

**CONTENT KNOWLEDGE (Declarative Knowledge):** Students demonstrate knowledge of the major vocabulary, concepts, theories, and arguments associated with a research question or topic.

Assessment of students will be based on demonstration of satisfactory or better performance on literature review and research significance sections (or equivalents) of research papers or laboratory reports in research methods courses.

**CONTENT KNOWLEDGE (Research Skills):** Student will demonstrate the ability to apply basic data collection strategies and methodologies to anthropological research projects based on library research, field research, or laboratory research.

Assessment of students will be based on demonstration of satisfactory or better performance on methodology sections of research papers or laboratory reports in research methods courses.

**CRITICAL THINKING (Analytical Skills):** Students will demonstrate the ability to conduct library or field-based research on an anthropological topic that demonstrates critical, analytical (qualitative and/or quantitative), or technical skills.

Assessment of students will be based on demonstration of satisfactory or better performance on analysis sections (or equivalents) of research papers or laboratory reports in research methods courses.

**COMMUNICATION (Team/Collaborative Skills):** Students will demonstrate the ability to communicate and work collaboratively with other students and/or with individual faculty members on research projects and/or in research settings.

Assessment of students will be based on demonstration of satisfactory or better performance for collaborative and/or team work in research methods courses.
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